95%

OF STUDENTS FIND IT EASY TO
TAKE GOOD NOTES WITH
SONOCENT SOFTWARE

THE SOFTWARE BREAKS NOTE TAKING DOWN INTO MANAGEABLE STEPS THAT

ALMOST ANY STUDENT CAN PERFORM EFFECTIVELY

1 Capture

3 Review

Students take audio
recordings on campus and of
online videos. They don’t
need to write a word at the
time, leaving them free to
listen and engage.

Students revisit their
recordings at their own pace,
adding text notes, images and
slides directly alongside the
related sections of their
original audio.

2 Annotate

4 Engage

Sonocent makes recordings
of speech uniquely easy to
work with by visualising each
phrase as an editable chunk.
Students highlight these
chunks whenever they hear
something important.

Students are happier
with the notes they take
using Sonocent
Here’s what they said when we asked whether
they agreed with the following statements

Students utilise the projects
they have created with
Sonocent for revision or
assignments, by exporting the
material as a text document,
video or music album.

BEFORE SONOCENT

AFTER SONOCENT

“I found it easy to take
good notes”

26%

“I was able to capture all the
important points”

27%

“I was engaged throughout
my lectures”
“My notes were clear,
structured and useful for
studying from“
“I was very well prepared for
exams, essays, presentations
and large projects”

See Sonocent in action: www.sonocent.com/inclusive-learning
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...of students say
they would
recommend Sonocent
to a friend or
coursemate

“I'd deﬁnitely
recommend this to
anyone that goes to
lectures. You'll build up
a portfolio of content
that will make revision
so much easier.”

97%

“It is an amazing piece
of software which really
develops your
knowledge of the
subject you are
studying.”
James Graham,
Student

Martin Little,
Student

...of educators say
Sonocent oﬀers the
best range of features
for working with lecture
recordings

“It reduces the stress of
trying to copy
everything down in
lectures. I can focus on
what’s being said,
rather than rushing to
write everything down.”
Victoria Bailey,
Student

Sonocent transforms academic instruction and study
materials into inclusive learning resources.
For more information about implementing the software at your institution, get in touch today.
higher-education@sonocent.com
0113 815 0222
www.sonocent.com/inclusive-learning

About Sonocent
Established in 2007 to harness the power of spoken language for inclusive learning
Utilised by students at hundreds of institutions in the UK and North America
Enables students of all learning styles to actively engage with recordings of lectures and online
learning resources
Recipients of multiple education awards for excellence
All data drawn from a June 2016 survey of 929 students and 90 educational professionals
with Sonocent software licences.

